
Many people today use their phones for sending texts more than talking. 

What are the reasons for this?

Are there more advantages than disadvantages?   

Nowadays, communication through sending messages is further prevalent 
rather than making a phone call. I personally opine the demerits of this 
phenomenon exceed its merits. In this essay, I would outline the possible 
reasons behind this along with its negative effects.

First and foremost, texting consumes the texter less time provides the call 
maker with less time consuming as by summarizing words as well as using the 
Emojies, we are able to transfer our  message which might take considerably 
more time than phoning lexically being transferred. As a result of today’s hectic 
lifestyle in which people’s schedule is fully occupied by full-time work, 
household chores and other modern citizen’s citizens’ responsibilities, 
maximum utilization of time has become dramatically important. A quick 
message which contains a considerable amount of information in itself make itis 
preferable rather than explaining all of themthe gory details through a phone 
conversation. What is more, texting presents an opportunity to think about 
what we are going to say which provides us with choosing the most wisestly 
way to reply to a message. E, especially in a situation when which calls for 
patience/being patient, conflicting for instance, conversation through a 
message could save a relationship or a work opportunity. Texting, in addition, 
offers us more time to consider different aspects so that it prevents us taking an 
immediate decision. 

Though the two given privileges of typing a message over the phone call are not 
deniable,  dire consequences might arise of from it. Misunderstanding could be 
considered the a profound one, causing our career and relationships to be 
undermined in that expressing our feeling through typed messages is not 
possible. It means the receiver might grasp out true intention by mistake. 
Besides, alienating from each other is one of the results of this way of 
communication as due to its silence silent nature.



All in all, from my point of view texting might cause grave consequences some 
of which are irrecoverable.    

 


